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„Title“.
Resiliency factors shown by the basic combat units (platoon or combat group) before during and
after deployment.
French approach
Christian Colas
DCSSA Service médico-psychologique des armées
Vincennes - France

As part of the Action Plan « post traumatic mental disorders in the Army » several work assignment
(during 2013-2014) have to be conducted with officiers, NCO’s, soldiers, representative of land army
units engaged in Afghanistan and Mali using the working group laboratory (LTG) to better understand
the environmental sociological psychological resilience factors shown by the basic combat units
(platoon or combat group) before during and after deployment - make operationnale reccomandations identify areas research facility.
Main bearing situations break resilience : difficulty managing stress linked to a life-threatening situation
– lack of leadership – lack trust and respect for leaders- lack of cohesion in the group - feeling of
abandonment - pain and instability due to the loss of a comrade - lack of confidence in his individual
and group equipment and weapons ...
Demonstration of dangerous combinations of vulnerabilities considered low : idleness and loss of
bearings, failure of basic needs (rest, food, hygiene, relationships ...).
Propose effective measures : improve the selection of soldiers and leaders - better train young leaders to
listen and respect of their subordinates - have a powerful psy referent, accessible, available, impartial
and off chain of command - individualized follow-up soldier link with its rear base, adapted to modern
means of communication - better support in the period (effort to return), the military and their families
as part of deployment - avoid the reorganization of groups just before or during miltary action….
Propose studies : individualized follow-up soldier link with its rear base, adapted to modern means of
communication - to learn good health behavior (lifestyle, field hygiene) - ensure the transparency of the
information given to candidates for recruitment into the Army….

Biography : Brigadier general Christian COLAS, is former medical officer in the French submarine
forces (SSBN’s patrols and diesel submarines), he had contributed to design the new SSBN “le
Triomphant”. Since 2008 he is working in the military reserve DGA (Management strategy) and
DCSSA (Army medical and psychological service) to attempt a better knowledge Resiliency factors
shown by the basic combat units (platoon or combat group) before during and after deployment. He is
presently occupational physician to the french aerospoace laboratory ONERA.

